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IGNATIUS LOYOlA:
A MYSTIOSM OF GRATITIJDE

Gerald M. Fagin,S.].

OnMareh 18, 1542 (only two years after the Papal approval of the
Society ofJesus), Ignatius Loyola wrote to Simon Rodrigues, one ofhis
fU'Stcompanions:

It seems to me in the light of the Divine Goodness,
although others may think differently, that ingratitude

. is the most abominable of sins and that it should be
detested in the sight of our Creator and Lord by all of
His creatures who are capable of enjoying His divine
and everlasting glory. Forit is aforgetting of the graces,
benefits, and blessings received. As such itis thecause,
beginning, and origin of all sins and misfortunes. On
the contrary, the grateful acknowledgment of bless-
ings and gifts received is loved and esteemed not only
on earth but in heaven.!

I propose to you that these words of Ignatius reveal to us one of
the key aspects ofIgnatius' experience of God and his relationship to
God and one of the central elements of Ignatian spirituality. At the
heart of Ignatius' vision is the virtue of gratitude.

The important;:e of gratitude has long been a conviction of mine
aboutIgnatius' Soiritual Exercises and woutIgnatian spirituality, but
itis notan idea developed in any depth in the secondary Iiteraturewith
which I am familiar nor does Ignatius discuss it at length in any of his
own writings. One is a little hesitant to present as a central insight of
Ignatian spirituality an idea that Ignatian scholars and even Ignatius
himself rarely focus on and refer to onlyin passing. On the otherhand,
though the notion of gratitude is not developed at length by Ignatius
or his interpreters, it is often presumed to be foundational to the
religious experience of Ignatius and the early Jesuits. For instance,
Pedro Ribadaneira, one of Ignatius' early companions, once wrote:
"Among all the virtues that our Father(Ignatius) possessed was one by
which he was especially distinguished: the virtue of gratitude. In that
he was simply wonderful. "2 Hugo Rahner refers to "a characteristic
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which distinguished the noble heart of Ignatius from the very
beginning of his conversion:.a truly passionate gratitude."3 Harvey
Egan in his book on Ignatius Wyola the Mystic says that "Ignatius
experienced mystically that gratitude and thanksgiving flowed from
his authentic mystical life. To experience the mystery of the triune
Go<! in Christ rendered him gracefilled, grateful. He responded
appropriately with thanksgiving ...."4 Add to this that Jerome Nadal,
one of the first Jesuits and one whom Ignatius considered a faithful
interpreter of his own mind, records in his own writings that
thanksgiving was considered by the first fathers of the Society to be
among the most important foundations of the spiritual life and of
interiorprogress.5 So I do not stand alone among students ofIgnatius,
even if the great Ignatian scholar Joseph de Guibert could write at
length on Ignatian mysticism and spirituality and never refer to the .
words "gratitude" or "thanksgiving".6

As for Ignatius himself, though the references to gratitude are
limited, they do appear at key points in the Spiritual ExerciseS and in
Ignatius' other spiritual writings, especially his SpiriWal Diary. It is
clear from the words of Ignatius I began with this evening and from
other places in his writings that gratitude is central to his vision of Go<!
and the world and the human person. I would like to explore with you
the writings of Ignatius, including those most of us are less familiar
with-his letters and his Spiritual Diary-and then to reflect at the end
on how I perceive gratitude to bea unifying grace throughoutIgnatian
spirituality and Christian spirituality more broadly defined. I also
submit these reflections as part of a larger dialogue and discussion
about the role of gratitude in our mora! and spiritual lives and in the
history of Christian spirituality.

Before exploring the words of Ignatius, I would first suggest that
Ignatius' passion for gratitude is rooted in two experiences: first, in
Ignatius' own life experience as a beggar and, secondly, in his most
profound mystical experience at the river Cardoner. From the time of
his conversion, Ignatius lived as a beggar totally dependent on the
support of others.'As a pilgrim, as a student, and even as General of
the Society of Jesus, Ignatius was aware of an enormous debt of
gratitude to the women and men who gave generously to him and the
early Jesuits. We will see that sense of indebtedness embodied in the
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Constitutions of the Society and in so many of his letters to benefac-
tors. Ignatius' most pervasive sense of gratitude, however, flowed
from his experience while at Manresa in the year after his conversion.
Ignatius relates in his AutobiOlm!l2hy how one day during the last few
months of his stayatManresa, he was blessed with a vision of God and
creation that shaped his understanding of and feeling for the mysteries
of thefaith. He said that "he received such a lucidity in understanding
that during the course of his entire life-now having passed his sixty-
second year-if he were to gather all the helps he received from God
and everything he knew, and add them together, he does not think
they would add up to all that he received on that one occasion. "7What
Ignatius understood in a new way was how the world came down
from God and was returning to God. The two great acts of God were
creation and the Incarnation and in those actions God initiated a
movement of the world from God and back to God. This overwhelm-
ing sense of the giftedness of creation and redemption was at the heart
of Ignatius' understanding of all of creation and human history and
was the source of his passionate gratitude for all God's gifts. We will
see this vision articulated in the key meditations of the Spiritual
Exercises. Ignatius' gratitude, then, flowed from both his life'experi-
ence and his mystical experience of God. ..

I would like to examine the writings of Ignatius to see how that
sense of gratitude shaped his own understanding of the spiritual life.
The major works of Ignatius are the Spiritual Exercises, his letters, his
Spiritual Diary, the eonstiWtions of the Society of Tesus and his
AutobiOlm!l2hy written toward the end of his life. His other small
treatises and directories will not concern us here.

1HE SPIRITUAL EXEROSES
I begin with the Spiritual Exercises, the writing of Ignatius best

known and certainly most influential in guiding the spiritual lives of
innumerable retreatants over the last four hundred andfiftyyears. The
Spiritual Exercises are a book that outlines and presents a series of
activities- meditations, considerations, contemplations, methods of
self-examination and prayer, and guidelines-for discerning God's
will and making a decision. The Exercises are a book for a director, a
method to be adapted to the individual by the director for guiding
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another's prayel" and discernment and facilitating a persons's experi-
enceofGOd. Theyare also arecord, the journal ofignatius' own search
fOI"GOd, of his spiritual journey which is paradigmatic fOI"other
Ouistians' search fOI"GOd. It is as a journal ofIgnatius' own soul and
as a guide fOI"others' journeys that they are an important starting point
fOI"our exploration of gratitude in Ignatian spirituality.

What is the role of gratitude in the Spiritual Exercises? The explicit
references are limited, but, on.a deepel" level, gratitude iscentral to the
dynamic and movement of the Exercises and the retreatant's experi-
ence of God. This becomes most clear if we recall the final grace
prayed fOI"in the Exercises. the grace that sums up the Spiritual
Exercises and the experience of thirty days of prayer and solitude. The
final contemplation of the thirty-day retreat is entitled "Contempla-
tion on the Love of God". It is a four-step reflection that invites the
retreatant to reca11all the gifts of God, how God dwells and labors in
those gifts and finally how all those gifts come down from above and
lead us back to the Giver of all gifts. It is a contemplation rooted in
Ignatius' vision at the rivel"Cardonerwhere he sawall things coming
down from GOd and returning to GOd. What is most important,
however, is the grace that is to be prayed fOI"in this contemplation:
"Here it will be to askfol" an intimate knowledge of the many blessings
received, that filled with gratitude fOI"all, I may in all things love and
serve the Divine Majesty. "8 It is the knowledge of the many blessings
received that fills one with gratitude. That prayer is the culmination
of the Spiritual Exercises and a summation of Ignatius' spirituality.
Knowledge of GOd's gifts leads to gratitude which moves one to love
and a desire to serve GOd. Ignatius had noted at the beginning of this
contemplation that love consists in a mutual sharing between per-
sons. AsGeorge Ganss points out in commenting on this contempla-
tion, "Love ordinarily arises from gratitude. The lover gives to the
beloved and the beloved, recognizing the giver's goodness, experi-
ences gratitude and increased love fOI"the giver. "9Out of this love and
gratitude and a desire to serve, the retreatant is invited to say the
Ignatian S!lscipe, the prayer of total surrender and generosity. "Take
Lord, and receive all my liberty, my memory, my understanding and
my entire will, all that I have and possess. You have given all to me.
To You, 0 Lord, I return it.AllisYours, dispose of it wholly accol"ding
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to Your will. Give me Your love and Your grace, fOI"this is sufficient
fOI"me." 10 This is the prayel" of a grateful heart that recognizes all as
gift to be shared. AsGansssums it up, this "Contemplation on the Love
of God" "ignites in the human heart gratitude, adoration, and a loving
application of one's whole self to serving GOd as well as possible. "11
This final contemplation gathers together all the graces of the four
weeks of the Exercises in an offering of loving service.

But gratitude is not only a grace experienced at the end of the
Exercises. All throughout the Exercises, the retreatant experiences
gratitude fOI"GOd's gifts-fol" GOd's love in the Principle and Founda-
tion, fOI"GOd's mercy in the first week, fOI"GOd's call in Jesus in the
second week, and for redemption gained through the death and
resurrection in the third and fourth weeks. In the Principle and
Foundation, the retreatant reflects on the end for which he/she is
created, the means to the end and the need for indifference. The
Principle and FOlUldation invites a person to a deeper experience of
the love of GOd and the giftedness of creation. It calls forth a deep .
sense of gratitude fOI"GOd's love and generosity. It has been my own
experience in directing the Exercises that a sign that a person is ready
to move into the first week of the Exercises is an experjence of
gratitude forall the gifts of GOd,in particular the profound experience
of GOd's unconditional love.

. The first week of the Exercises leads one to a further grace, the
grace of knowing oneself as a loved sinner. It confronts one with a
deep sense of sinIuIness and of sorrow for sin, as well as a sense of
GOd's unquestioned mercy. This experience offorgiveness callsforth
gratitude in the retreatant. At the end of the second meditation of the
first week, Ignatius invites the person to "conclude with a colloquy,
extolling the mercy of GOdour Lord, pouring out my thoughts to Him,
and giving thanks to Him that up to this very moment He has granted
me life. Iwill resolve with His grace to amend for the future. "12At the
end of the fifth meditation on hell, there isa similar prayer of gratitude:
"Iwill give thanks to GOd our Lord that He has not put an end to my
life.. .I shall also thank Him for this, that up to this very moment He
has shown Himself so loving and merciful to me. "13 Bythe end of the
first week of the Spiritual Exercises, the gratitude fOI"God's uncondi-
tionallove manifested in creation has deepened and expanded into a
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gratitude for God's mercy, for the gift of unmerited forgiveness and
salvation.

We will deal very briefly with the remaining three weeks of the
Exercises. The only explidt reference to thanksgiving that I have
found in these three weeks is in the contemplation on thdncarnation
at the beginning of the second week. This contemplation, however,
is presented as a model for all the contemplations of the life of Ouist
throughout the second week. Mary's response at the Annunciation
images for us our response to the gift of God becoming flesh inJesus.
"This will be to consider ... how Our udy hurnbles herself and offers
thanks to the Divine Majesty. "14It is obvious that Ignatius images our
own response to the events ofOuist's life , death and resurrection as
giving thanks for God's love in Jesus.15

Ignatius' explicitreferences to gratitude in the Exercises, then, are
limited, but they reveal that gratitude is an important dynamic in the
movement of the Exercises from grace to grace. One moves from an
experience of gratitude for God's love to an experience of gratitude
for forgiveness to an experience of gratitude for the call to labor at the
side of Jesus and to share in the Paschal mystery of dying and rising
withJesus. It is in reflecting on all these graces and gifts of God in the
final contemplation that one is filled with gratitude and a renewed
desire to love and serve God.

Before leaving the Exercises, there are two other references to
gratitude that are important for understanding the mind of Ignatius.
They are not essential to the dynamic of the Exercises, but they are
part of two spiritual exercises or practices that Ignatius encourages
during the retreat and also in one's ongoing spiritual life after retreat.
The first is the practice of review of mediation. Ignatius encourages
us to spend a brief time after each period of prayer reviewing the
graces of the prayer, the consolations and the desolations, our
responses and resistances, as well as our fidelity to the methods of

. prayer and our dedication to the time of prayer. Ignatius directs: "Iwill
consider for the space of a quarter of an hour how I succeeded in the
meditation or contemplation. If poorly, I will seek the cause of the
failure; and after I have found it, Iwill be sorry, so that Imay do better
in the future. If I have succeeded, I will give thanks to God our Lord,
and the next time try to follow the same method."16 It is important
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after prayer to thank God for graces received and for the work of God
within us. Gratitude deepens the graces and unites us more closely to .
God as giver of all gifts.

The second reference to gratitude comes at the beginning of the
practice of examination of consdence that Ignatius proposes in the
first week of the Exercises. The first of five points of this method is "to
give thanks to God our Lord for the favors received. "17One goes on
to ask for the grace to know one's sins, to review one's sins, to ask
pardon and to resolve to amend one's life. Ignatius, then, begins this
time-honored spiritual practice with a moment of gratitude. Aware-
ness of our sinfulness, sorrow and purpose of amendment are all
rooted in a sense of thanksgiving for God's gifts. This seems a
confirmation of ourprevious reflection on gratitude as agrace flowing
from the Prindple and Foundation prior to beginning the first week
of the Exercises.

Contemporary spiritual writers have interpreted this practice of
examen as amethod of ongoing daily discernment thatfadlitates our
reflection on the movement of God in our lives and our response or
lack of response to that movement. It becomes a practice not so much
of moral inventory as a sensitivity to how God has been at work in our
lives that day. The first point, then, becomes a grateful reflec.tion on
the gifts of God that day that invite us to spiritual growth. This
interpretation of the practice gives much more meaning to Ignatius'
insistence on the essential role of this practice in our spiritual lives.
Again it emphasizes the importance of gratitude in Igrlatius' spiritual-
ity.

I began with the Spiritual Excrdses not only because it is more
familiar to many of you, but also because the Exercises began as a
journal of Ignatius' own experience of God at Manresa and became
the instrument for leading many others on a similar spiritual journey.
If gratitude is at the heart of the Exercises, it is at the heart ofIgnatian
spirituality.
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1HE SPmITUAL DIARY
In talking about the Spiritual Diary, Ganss says it "enables us to

gaze most directly into the depths of Ignatius' heart in his intimate
dealing with God. It also best reveals the sublimity of his mysticism. "18
The Spiritual Diary of Ignatius is the only remaining fragment of
Ignatius' spiritual diaries. The rest were destroyed. What we have is
a daily journal of his graces and mystical experiences from February
2,1544 to February 27, 1545. In the words of Adolf Haas in his study
of the mysticism of Ignatius revealed in the lliary, "In the lliary,
however, Ignatius lays completely bare the mystery of his intimacy
with God. Consequently, no other document offers us a more
penetrating insight into the magnificent world of faith that was the
inrier life of IgnatiUS."19Strange to say, the lliary remained only a
handwritten document in the Jesuit archives until 1892. The first
critical edition of the lliary did notappear until 1934. Until recently
it has been largely inaccessible, especially to English readers. Its
unavailability is one of the reasons why Ignatius was so often
overlooked as a mystic by spiritual writers. His Autobiography told
briefly of his visions and mystical illunJinations, but with a certain
reserve and self.<Jefacement The lliarywas not intended for publica-
tion and so gives an unguarded record of his constant and profound
mystical experiences and extraordinary gifts. The lliary gives dra-
matic evidence of the mystical foundation and horizon that is the
backdrop of the Spiritual Exercises and Ignatian spirituality and
undercuts any rationalistic or voluntaristic interpretation of the
Exercises that portrays them as merely rigid ascetical practices
suitable only for beginners in the spiritual life.

The lliary records Ignatius' graces as he discerned over a period
of a year a question about the type of poverty that should be practiced
in the newly-formed Society of Jesus. It is a living example of how
Ignatius used the principles and procedures for decision making that
he had laid out in the Spiritual Exercises. What we find in the lliary is
an extraordinary Trinitarian and Christ-centered mysticism and a
mysticism of discernment. This has been discussed at length by
commentators on the lliary. What is more important for our discus-
sion, however, is the theme of gratitude that pervades the lliary and
is the reason why Ignatius kept a diary of his experiences of God.
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According to Adolf Haas, "Ignatius thought of the recording of the
graces he received above all as an act of personal thanksgiving. "20The
same explanation is given by Arturo Codina in his introduction to the .
first critical edition of the mary: "This diary is a catalogue of the
benefits received from God, which our Father, Ignatius, drew up
because of his great gratitude to God and man. Ignatius did this not
only to stamp them more f1fll1lyin his memory, but also to inflame his
heart with an ever-increasing love for such benefactors by a frequent
re-reading of them. "21George Ganssreiterates this thought in his own
introduction to the Diary: "Ignatius jotted down his experiences in the
order in which they came, merely to keep alive his memory of them
and his gratitude. "22

Scholars of the lliary have proposed different outlines and divi-
sions ofthe~as ameans of understanding better the contents. De
Nicolas and Ganss have adopted the six-part division of Ignacio
Iparraguirre in the Complete Works of Ignatius. The headings and
subheadings given by de Nicolas and Ganss highlight the important
role of gratitude in Ignatius' mystical experience as itis recorded in his
~. Ganss, in fact, entitles the second part of the ~ "ARecord
in Gratitude for Mystical Favors". It is dear that these .scholars
recognize that gratitude is central to Ignatius' experienct;. of and
response to God. Let me give a few of the references to gratitude in .
the ~. Ignatius says, "I could not bring myself to finish giving
thanks to God our Lord, with great intensity, understanding, and tears,
for so great a favor and so great a darity I had received, just beyond
explanation. "23"Getting up and preparing for Mass, I gave thanks to
His Divine Majesty, and offered him the oblation made, not without
devotion and motion of tears. "24"After Mass, both in the chapel and
later kneeling in my room, I wanted to thank God for such great
graces ... "25 "Then I made the final confirmation to the Most Holy
Trinity, in the presence of the whole heavenly court, giving thanks
with great and intense affection, first to the Divine Persons, then to our
Lady and to her Son, then to the angels, the holy fathers, the apostles
and disciples, all the saints, and to all persons for the help they had
given me in this matter. "26

I have only been able to find about a dozen such explicit
references to gratitude in the ~, though I think the headings and
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divisions of de Nicolas and Ganss are correct in indicating a more
pervasive tone of thanksgiving throughout the~. What these
explicit references do reveal in the first part of the~, however, is
a pattern that is repeated as Ignatius seeks confirmation of a decision
made: Ignatius first offers the decision to God, then asks for confirma-
tion and then gives thanks to God for the graces received. In the
:Wiritual Exercises, when Ignatius outlines the steps in a confirmation
process,27 he makes no reference to the fmal act of thanksgiving. In
the record of his own discernment in this concrete case, however, it
seems that gratitude is an important means of closure on a decision.

Finally, we cannot leave the llim without reflecting on the
context ofIgnatius' prayer and mystical experiences recorded there.
Most of the mystical experiences he descnbes occurred dUring
Ignatius' prayer in the morning, which included the Eucharist Harvey
Egan remarks that "the Spiritual Dim attests that Ignatius' trinitarian
and christocentric mysticism developed almost exclusively in the
atmosphere of the Mass ... The Spiritual Diary notes and associates
almost every mystical grace he receivedwith the Mass said that day. "28
It is not difficult to recognize the connection between Ignatius' sense
of gratitude and the central role of the Eucharist in his mystical life.

mE CONSTI1UTIONS OF TIIE SOCIEIY OF ]F5US
It is clear from the Spiritual Exercises and Ignatius' Spiritual Diaty

that gratitude to God was a vital part ofIgnatius' relationship to God.
But Ignatius' gratitude also extended to the many benefactors who
supported him in his pilgrim and student years and who later
supported the Society of Jesus. This gratitude is most clearly mani-
fested in his letters and in the Constitutions of the Society of Jesus.

Ignatius was elected General of the Society of Jesus in 154 I. One
of the tasks before him was to expand the brief "Formula of the
Institute" into a set of statutes or constitutions which could serve as
the governing law of the Society. The "Formula of the Institute" had
been written by Ignatius with the help of the early companions as a
necessary step to obtaining papal approval for their new religious
order in 1540. It is a statement of the basic structure and mission of
the Society of Jesus. The Constinrtions, on the other hand, are a
detailed description of the organization and government of this order
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written by Ignatius between 1541 and his death in 1556.
The section of the Constitutions that deals most explicitly with

gratitude is Part N that discusses the colleges and universities of the
Society. Ignatius' begins this part of the Constitutions with a chapter
on the gratitude owed to the founder and benefactors of the colleges.
"It is highIyproperforus to do something on our part in return for the
.devotion and generosity shown toward the Society by those whom
the Divine Goodness employs as His ministers to found and endow its
colleges. "29Thus the human benefactors are seen as ministers of the
Divine Goodness. Gratitude is due to God but also to those who are
instruments of God's goodness. This gratitude ofIgnatius to God and
benefactors was even more clearly stated in the original draft of the
ConstinrtioQS of 1547. Ignatius wrote then: "Beginning with the
gratitude so pleasing to God our Lord both towards the divine
generosity, from which all good things come, and also towardS his
servants, through whose hands the good things come from above ..
. it is our duty to take pains-in the same love and veneration towards
our Creator and Lord-in some way to repay or respond to that pious
reverence and love which these founders and benefactors show to
us .. ."30 .;

The members of the Society are to express their gratitud<;first by
spiritual works, celebrating Mass for the benefactors and offering
other prayers, but Ignatius also legislates the practice of presenting a
wax candle to the founder or a close relative each year on the
anniversary of the Jesuits taking possession of the college. This was
done, as Ignatius said, "as a sign of the gratitude due him(the founder)
in our Lord."31 Ignatius adds that "the same obligation of showing
gratitude is incumbent in the Lord on them(non-priests) as well as on
the priests."32 The non-priests are to offer prayers for the same
intention for which the priests are celebrating Mass. Ignatius further
remarks that the Society "is bound, by an obligation of charity and
love, to show them(founders and benefactors and their dear ones)
whatever service it can according to our humble profession, for the
divine glory. "33Finally, Ignatius comments that founders andbenefac-
tors share in a special way in all the good works of the colleges and of
the whole Society.34 Itis not surprising that Antonio deAldama, in his
commentary on the Constitutions, reflects that "Ignatius considers
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founders and benefactors only from the point of view of the gratitude
that is due to them. Gratitude was one of his most characteristic
virtues. "35

TIIE LEI'I'ERS
Finally, we must touch, if only briefly, on the letters of Ignatius.

First, I begin with a confession. I have not read all seven thousand of
Ignatius' letter. Yes, seven thousand; or, more exactly, six thousand
eight hundred and sixteen letters and instructions gathered in twelve
volumes of about eight hundred pages each. Like the Spiritual Diary.
Ignatius' letters were largely inaccessible until the critical edition
appeared in the first part of this century. English readers are depen-
dent for the most part on William Young's translation of two hundred
and twenty-eight letters and Hugo Rahner's imposing collection of
Ignatius' letters to women. Young's translation is largely drawn from
Ignatius' more spiritual letters, but Rahner makes available all the
extant letters Ignatius wrote to women and received from them. I
must admit I was tempted to abandon this project when I read.
Rahner's admonition in his introduction, "Only one who has taken the
trouble to read and study the twelve volumes of Ignatius' letters in
Spanish, Italian, or Latin, is qualified to say anything about the
character ofIgnatius, which isso difficult to understand"36 , but then
this Rahnerian level of scholarship would silence, I suspect, all but
Rahner and few other scholars, most of whom have gone to their
reward. One wonders too if Hugo was not engaged in a little sibling
rivalry in chiding his brother Karl for writing so extensively on
Ignatius without during the required homework. At any rate, Iwill be
so rash as to offer a less informed reflection on Ignatius as a person of
gratitude. First, wecan recall thewordsofignatius to Simon Rodrigues
with which we began. Ignatius speaks of ingratitude as "the most
abominable of sins" because "it is forgetting of the graces, benefits,
and blessings received ... On the contrary, the grateful acknowledg-
ment ofblessings and gifts received is loved and esteemed not only on
earth but in heaven. "37Without hoping to provide an exhaustive list
of references to gratitude in the seven thousand letters, we can offer
a few examples that give some evidence of how often Ignatius wrote
in a spirit of thanksgiving. One of the clearest examples of this can be
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seen in the twenty-five letters that Ignatius addressed to benefac-
tresses. Hugo Rahner has collected these letters and introduced them
with some insightful reflections on the heart of Ignatius. Rahner
remarks that "This correspondence brings Ignatius to life for us at his
best: in his expression of gratitude."38 Rahner speaks of Ignatius'
"imperishable gratitude" and almost "helpless gratitude. "39

To give only two examples from these letters to benefactresses:
To Donna Maria Frassoni del Gesso, "Ihave, indeed, not replied up to
the present to your Ladyship's letter of December 10th. I will do so
now, thanking your Ladyship for the great charity and devotion with
which you help that work of God our Lord in Ferrara and for the good
intention you have to help it for the future. I do not doubt that God
our Lord will make you share in all the good that shall be done in it."40
To Dona Aldonza Gonzalez, "For all this I gave much thanks to God
our Lord, of whose infinite and supreme goodness I hope that,
through your holy desires, this work will in time come to be of great
service. "41

This same desire to give thanks also runs through many ofIgnatius'
letters to friends and spiritual directees and persons of prominence,
as well as to fellow Jesuits. He wrote to his longtime benefactress and
friend Isabel Roser in 1532: "1hope that God will not have tqpunish
me for ingratitude, ifin somewayHe makes me worthyofgivingsome
praise and service to His Divine Majesty."42Later in the same letter,
Ignatius prays that God will help him cancel his debt of gratitude to
her. He adds, "oui- Lord insists that we look to the giver, and love him
more than his gift, and thus keep him ever before our eyes and in the
most intimate thoughts of our heart. "43Ignatius wrote with effusive
gratitude in 1543 toJohn 11,King of Portugal, "1find occasion to write
this letter. 1cannot help but rejoice in our Lord and give His Eternal
Goodness infinite and ceaseless thanks when I reflect on how much,
through his infinite and supreme goodness, He does for us, unworthy

. as we are of any mention. "44He wrote to the Jesuit Peter Canisius in
1546, "We give thanks to God for his ineffable mercy and kindness
with which He overwhelms us through the power of his glorious
name. "45To John of Avila, Ignatius writes to express his gratitudefor
the support he gave to the Society in Spain, "1made up my mind to
write you for two reasons. The first is to give some sign of recognition
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and gratitude by way of the warmest thanks to God, and to your
reverence in His most holy name, for all that you have done for the
glory of the Divine Majesty in behalf of us ... "46 There are numerous
other references in Ignatius' letters to his gratitude both to God and
to Ignatius' benefactors. Even a cursory reading of the letters gives
suppon to Hugo Rahner'scomment that "when the time for gratitude
came, there was no restraining him (Ignatius). "47

FINAL REFLE010N
I have tried to search through the writing of Ignatius to focus on

gratitude as a central and recurring theme in Ignatius' spirituality.
Ignatius did not leave us systematic treatises or learned essays on
spiritual topics. His writings have a more practical bent from his
handbook for directors that we know as the S,piritualExercises to the
Constitutions of the Society of Jesus to endless letters of spiritual
advice and practical business to his own intimate diary of God's
exttaordinaryworkings in his soul. Much in Ignatius remains implicit
and undeveloped and unarticulated. I have tried to substantiate that
gratitude is aclear and explicit theme and even passion in the writings
ofIgnatius, but Iwould funher contend that gratitude is a touchstone
grace that reveals the very hean of Ignatius and his spirituality and
mysticism. It takes nothing away from Ignatius to say that he did not
fully realize or articulate just how central gratitude was to his vision
ofGodand the human person. Itis ratheracompliment to the richness
of his religious experience and to his own passion for service more
than for systematic thinking to say that Ignatius' own conscious
awareness could beenriched by our reflection haifa millennium later.
We can make explicit and name what is on some levels implicit and
non-thematic in his thought.

Why do I say that gratitude is at the hean ofIgnatius' vision? First,
because I think that at the hean of Ignatius' experience of God is a
profound experience of the giftedness of creation. It is rooted in his
experience at the river Cardoner and it is embodied in the Principle
and Foundation and above all in the final Contemplation on the Love
of God. Ignatius saw everything as agiftfrom God, a gift to be received
and shared. HugoRahnerin his classic study of the theologyofIgnatius
refers to Ignatius' vision as a vision "from above. "48 All things come
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down from God and return to God. It is this sense of giftedness that
caIlsfonh "helpless gratitude" in Ignatius. It is interesting that the only
explicit reference to gratitude that I could find in Ignatius' Autobiog-
raphy is immediately after his mystical experience at the river
Cardoner. He remembers that "hewentto kneel before across, which
was near that place, to give thanks to God ... "49 It is gratitude that kept
him in touch with the giftedness of life and ultimately in touch with
God, the giver of all gifts and that deepened his relationship of total
dependence and surrender to God. Ignatius not only saw everything
as gift from God, he saw God dwelling and laboring in those gifts. He
truly found God, the Giver of all gifts, in all things. It was Ignatius' felt
conviction that his own labor was labor with Quist laboring in the
world. That conviction united him with God in contemplative
oneness in the midst of activity.

Ignatian indifference or freedom flows from a sense of giftedness
and gratitude. It is because everything is seen as gift that one can let
go and trust in the fidelity of the Giver. Gifts unrelated to a Giver
become possessions, attachments, objects of unfreedom that are
clung to. Agrateful person is afree person because the grateful person
holds everything in trust and never mistakes the gift for the giver. Our
temptation, of course, is to take things for granted, to claim tI:Jingsas
our own or as owed to us. When this happens we are no longer
surprised by life, Brother David Steindl-Rast, in his book Gratefulness,
the Hew ofPray6:. comments on the connection between surprise
and taking thingS for granted: "Even the predictable turns into
surprise, the moment we stop taking it for granted."50 He adds: ''To
recognize that everything is surprising is the ftrst step toward recog-
nizing that everything is gift."51 Ignatius who saw everything as gift
must cenainly have been open to the continuing surprise of God.

Ignatius' insistence on gratitude is related also to his commitment
to poverty, to the desire to own and possess nothing but to rely
completely on God. Poveny of spirit and a desire for actual poverty
flowed from Ignatius' experience of all things as gifts of God. We have
examined Ignatius' S,pirituallliiln and the impottance of gratitude in
his mystical experience of God. The lliiln, in fact, is concerned with
the conftrmation of a decision about the poverty of the Society of
Jesus. For Ignatius there is a strong asceticallink between gratitude
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and poverty. The awareness of all as gift freed Ignatius from attach-
ment and the need to possess and accumulate, and his poverty
reinforced his dependence on the benefactions of others and in-
creased his gratitude for their generosity.

Gratitude also expands the heart and opens the person to the
giftedness of all of reality. If we reflect on our own experience of
gratitude, we recognize that a profound experience of gratefulness is
incompatible with pettiness and negativism and self-centeredness.
Ignatius looked for generosity in one making the Exercises, not a
person of overly measured responses, but a person willing to risk all
in following God. The final prayer of the Exercises, the Suscipe, is the
prayer of a generous, expansive heart that has received all as gift and
returns it freely, asking only for the ultimate gift of God's love and
grace. Magnanimity, greatness of heart, a heart desirous to do more for
God-these are all qualities identified with Ignatius. They are also
qualities of a person filled with gratitude for the gifts of God.

Finally, Ignatian spirituality has always been recognized as action-
centered. For Ignatius, love is shown in deeds as well as words.
Ignatius was driven by the desire to serve God and to discern and carry
out God's will. Ignatian mysticism is not primarily a mysticism of
loving union but a mysticism of service. 52Again gratitude is a source
of that zeal to be of service. Gratitude opens a person's heart to
ministry, to a desire to share the gift, to give in return. We recall the
final grace prayed for in the Exercises, "Here it will be to ask for an
intimate knowledge of the many blessings received, that filled with
gratitudeforall, Imayin all things love and serve the Divine Majesty. "53
Knowledge of gifts leads to gratitude which leads to love and desire
to serve. George Ganss in his recent translation of the Exercises has
caught the dynamic character of gratitude and its connection to
service. His translation replacesPuhl's literal translation of "filledwith
gratitude" with "stirred to profound gratitude."54 Gratitude impels
one to service of the Divine Majesty. It stirs up a zeal to share the gifts
received and to proclaim the good news that God desires to gift all
people with a share in the life of God.

In concluding, let me say that my purpose is not to replace the
dassic description of Ignatian mysticism as a trinitarian or Christ-
centered mysticism ora mysticism of discernment and service. Rather
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Iwould add to these descriptions the idea of amysticism of gratitude.
I think such a description uncovers a distinctive element ofignatius'
mystical experience of God and offers to us a new and rich insight into
our own relationship to God.

I mentioned earlier how Ignatius insisted on the twice.<Jaily
practice of examen of conscience, the first step of which is to give
thanks for all God's gifts and benefits. Certainly the examen was part
of the honest self-discipline and self-examination that characterized
Ignatius, but it may be that Ignatius also was convinced, even if only
subconsciously, that if a person stops twice a day to give thanks to
God, that person will grow in the freedom, greatness of heart and
desire to serve that characterizes the true disciple of Christ. In this
regard, Ignatius has much to teach us about our relationship with God
and the importance of gratitude in growing in that relationship. For
that, it seems only appropriate that we be grateful.
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